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While technology and the array of distractions it provides is helping most of us get through pandemic times, simpler forms of entertainment - especially those that allow us to leave home and do so safely - have a special appeal.

As the movie industry adjusts its release schedule due to Covid-19 by premiering new titles online, alternative ways of going to the movies are also gaining interest. Out of necessity - perhaps also a hunger for back to basics film-going, before mall-adjacent multiplexes took over the cinema landscape - drive-in entertainment is having a moment, and it’s rolling back into the social (distance-minded) consciousness in a myriad of ways.

In Southern California, where car culture is ingrained into our history, drive-ins are a source of nostalgia and childhood memories for many. Boomers went to them as teens mostly to make out (as depicted in films like The Outsiders and Grease) and a decade or two later, Gen-Xers like myself caught the tail end of in-auto movie amusement, going to the drive-in with more wholesome intentions. If you’re of a certain (pre-millennial) age, you probably have memories of the family hatchback or truck getting backed into a drive-in’s giant outdoor screen, your parents attaching tiny speaker boxes to their car windows for the movie’s audio, or wearing pajamas and bringing the comforts of home along. Often, we’d fall asleep during what was usually a double feature, and why not? It was like a mega-slam-bang party in public. Yep, family night at the drive-in was special.

In 2020, kids are used to more stimulation, especially with current movie theater sound and picture quality systems, though it seems an appreciation for something less tech-driven is emerging. It just may have to. Coronavirus is showing no signs of ceasing spread anytime soon, and the drive-in provides a way to be out in public without potentially getting exposed to others’ germs. This fact has led to an exploration of the drive-in format and drive-in venues as a showcase not just for movies, but concerts, comedy shows and even drag extravaganzas, as well.

“I think it’s fantastic because it gives a whole new generation the opportunity to do something they’ve never done before,” says Southern California pop culture expert/author/speaker Charles Phoenix. “It’s the time-honored tradition of watching a film under the stars from the comfort of, as I call them, your private motor cars. Car culture saves the day!”

The drive-in resurgence goes beyond movies too. Phoenix thinks drive-thrus can be just as much fun as drive-ins and when we’re all looking for things to do, we need to open our minds to the possibilities.

“My whole thing with drive-in and drive-thru culture is not only is this an opportunity for us to save our own lives and the lives of others, we have the opportunity to learn history at the same time,” he says, adding that historic locales such as the Randy Donuts in Inglewood, the original Wienschnitzel in Wilmington, the world’s oldest McDonalds in Downey, and The Donut Hole in La Puente (in which guests drive through a giant donut) should be added to anyone’s flashback foray into drive-in and drive-thru culture.

Though Phoenix, known for his ’50s and ’60s slideshow presentations and a YouTube channel celebrating retro car culture, touts visiting old landmark drive-ins in SoCal (which have become better known for flea markets and swap meets in recent years) versus the newer makeshift drive-in experiences with blow up screens such as those popping up at sports stadiums or mall parking lots, drive-in entertainment remains inherently old school cool either way. Which is why one of the biggest film festivals in the world recently decided to get in on the trend. Tribeca Film Festival has been holding weekly screenings at the Rose Bowl in Pasadena and since they started back in June, they’ve been selling out.

“We hope that the drive-in serves as a reminder of the magic of the moviegoing experience,” says Tribeca co-founder and CEO Jane Rosenthal. “As an immediate and safe solution to indoor theaters, we’re excited to bring new and classic works from filmmakers, creators, and artists to communities across the country. We aim to bring people together through the arts to send a signal of unity and resiliency to the world during challenging times.”

Robert De Niro, Tribeca’s other co-founder, concurs in promo for the program, “The Tribeca drive-in series is a tribute to movies and the shared experience of watching them, even if from our cars,” he says. “In anticipation of theaters reopening imminently, we look back at what we love about the big screen experience.”

Street Food Cinema, a group known for picnic-like outdoor screenings similar to the Cinespia events at Hollywood Forever Cemetery, has been offering hit movies at its new in-car series with Caruso (owners of both The Grove next to Farmer’s Market on Fairfax and...
the Americana shopping mall in Glendale). In conjunction with Toyota, the screenings, called the “Level 8 Drive-in,” are currently taking place on the top level of the Americana’s parking lot. Classic movie refreshments, including complimentary popcorn, bottled water, and boxed candy are included with the ticket fee, but guests can enjoy another level of culinary components, with options from the shopping center’s hottest eateries including Bourbon Steak, Katsuya and Shake Shack.

Both the Tribeca series and Level 8 have presented mostly classic films (Jaws, Wizard of Oz) but few new titles. That may change as more dates are hopefully announced for both. New releases in general are still being premiered via streaming services at home, but studios seem to be testing the waters more and more at both pre-existing drive-in locales and pop-ups.

Fatima, Marco Pontecorvo’s story of religious revelation in Portugal near the end of World War I, was previewed on a giant screen in the parking lot of the Hollywood Palladium and in Anaheim and the City of Irvine’s drive-in series featuring movies and concerts (beginning in August).

As we discovered at Franco’s event, some things have changed since our childhood drive-in days. Those who haven’t been to one in years will note that they did away with the old speaker boxes of yore a while ago. Now, patrons tune into a frequency on their car radios to get audio for the film, which provides better sound than we remember as a kid, though it can drain older cars’ batteries. In the corona era, cars are parked 6 feet apart, and bathroom and concessions have staff on hand making sure masks and socially distanced restroom lines are enforced. Some also employ extra cleaning people to make sure these areas are sanitized.

Of course, the novelty of catching a flick in your car provides a refreshing alternative to watching one at home, and movie-lovers seem to be getting into it. Still, some hardcore cinephiles don’t think they’re optimal if you’re going to see an anticipated film.

“People are getting out and seeing movies which is great and the drive-in can be fun, but I’ve always said it’s a terrible way to watch a movie,” says Jordan Dobbs Rosas, co-host of The Basic Pitch Podcast (the seasonal rom-com screenwriting game). “I guess I see it as a social activity as opposed to a cinematic one, the equivalent of a group in a living room who have recently, allowing four guests per car to watch the film and giving away keepsake face masks and prepackaged concessions. Similarly, Dave Franco’s new thriller The Rental also held preview screenings for press at the drive-in last month.
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all seen the movie many times and are going to talk over much of it because they know the good parts to quiet down for, but if you’ve ever been the one person in the living room who is seeing that movie for the first time, you know it’s a miserable place to be, which is mostly how I feel about all of the various outdoor movie events. “

Rosas, who was also a movie theater manager in his youth and worked as a production coordinator at Netflix, says that many grew up loving movies largely because it is an indoor activity. Enduring the traffic jams to get in and out of a drive-in, not to mention lesser picture and audio quality, is not really worth it for some movie buffs like him. “Especially with a projected situation, outdoors just isn’t a controlled enough environment for picture or sound,” he explains. “Headlights bouncing across the scene, slamming car doors, idling cars, long distance from the screen itself are all a bummer if it’s a movie you really want to see.”

Perhaps this is why classic films rather than new ones seem to fill the roster at most drive-ins at the moment. There are exceptions, however. Mission Tiki Drive-in in Pomona — one of the most popular local destinations since indoor movie theaters shut down — has been offering new films, though most of them have also been available via video on demand (VOD) or on streaming services at the same time. Two anticipated 2020 titles — Spies Like Us and Palm Springs — were screened at local drive-ins while simultaneously debuting on Amazon and Hulu, respectively.

“It harkens back to a time when going to movies was just a thing to do to pass the time,” adds Rosas. “But for me personally if I can’t watch the movie with no distractions (which to be fair hasn’t been the case in the theaters for a long while, and seems to be getting worse with things like table service) I’d rather just stay home and have a better experience there.”

Without a lot of other options for safe outdoor activities, even movie fans like Rosas seem to be opening up to the drive-in experience, regardless of prior opinion. If coronavirus has taught us anything, it’s an appreciation for a lot of the things we used to take for granted. Being entertained while in our cars and sharing an experience — even if we are somewhat separated while doing so — is all we got right now and when we start to go stir-crazy indoors, it’s still a novel option.

If you decide to incorporate some history lessons into the activity as the colorful Mr. Phoenix advises, novel and nostalgic are what you’ll be in store for. He has suggestions, too.

“The best drive-in movie theater experiences in all of Southern California include four original old school classic spots still standing,” he shares. “The Rodium in Redondo Beach, where the screen tower is a Mid-Century modern architectural masterpiece and the sign out front will blow your Mid-Century space-age style lovin’ mind!”

“Then there’s the Mission Tiki,” he continues. “It’s been there since 1956. It’s got four screens and it was made over by lovers of mas- ter tiki craft about 10-12 years ago. They gave it a tiki overhaul which is fascinating because now it looks genuine of the era.”

Phoenix’s other two faves include the Rubidoux Drive-in in the Inland Empire (“it’s a total time warp”) and the Van Buren Drive-in located in Riverside. “Those are the four drive-ins that are survivors. They’re out there and I’m glad they’re out there because if you want layers of time, and if you want the time honored authentic traditional experience, they are where you must go,” he enthuses.

Though Wilmington and Pomona might seem quite like a drive out of L.A. just for a movie, Phoenix thinks they are “destination experiences that are worth traveling for.” As a movie critic who sees a lot of films, and a mom looking for safe outside distractions, we agree.

“It’s about getting out of the house and staying out of the house and having a time-honored experience while just feeling like you’ve done something,” insists Phoenix. “It is a classic American experience. Car culture invaded America a long time ago but we do it better and more frequently than everybody else. At the end of the day, the way things are going, we’re gonna have a drive-thru and drive-in culture once again, so let’s enjoy it.”
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ROLL INTO THE FOLLOWING NEXT TIME YOU NEED TO GET OUT AND BE ENTERTAINED:

Paramount Twin Drive-In
7770 Rosecrans Ave., Paramount

Vineland Drive-In
443 N Vineland Ave, City of Industry

Mission Tiki Drive-In
10798 Ramona Ave., Montclair/Pomona

Van Buren Drive-In
3035 Van Buren Blvd, Riverside

Rubidoux Drive-In
3770 Opal St., Riverside

Rodium Drive-In
2500 W. Redondo Beach Blvd., Redondo Beach

Tribeca Drive-in at the Rose Bowl
1001 Rose Bowl Dr. Pasadena
https://tribecafilm.com/drive-in

Level 8 Drive-in at the Glendale Americana
869 Americana Way, Glendale https://americanaatbrand.com/events/level-8-drive-in-summer-movie-series-at-the-americana-brand-with-street-food-cinema-

Voss Events Drag N’ Drive at the Rose Bowl
1001 Rose Bowl Dr. Pasadena https://vosssevents.com/driver-n-drag/
ENOUGH OF TRUMP: USING ART TO GET OUT THE VOTE

A new benefit print portfolio for progressive activist art collectors

BY SHANA NYS DAMBROT

“W
e’ve reached crisis proportions. I had to do something.” This is globally renowned, Los Angeles-based artist Ed Ruscha, commenting on his participation in a newly launched arts-based initiative and print sale to benefit People for the American Way’s pre-election outreach. The collection is titled simply and clearly: ENOUGH of Trump. Proceeds fund PFAW’s “get out the vote” actions in these crucial last 100 days.

Decrying the racism, corruption, incompetence, and fascistic proclivities of the Trump administration, these artists have created the pieces not only as prints that are available for sale, but as social media-ready assets in a voting advocacy toolkit available to download free at the project’s website. Anyone and everyone is encouraged to participate, post, paste, and tag to amplify the message. Suggestions and plans offered by PFAW include display at “union halls and protests, on face masks and billboards, and on store windows shuttered by COVID.” ENOUGH of Trump features new, original pieces created specifically for the #ArtTheVote campaign, by a diverse group of prominent American artists including Ruscha, Carrie Mae Weems (who helped spearhead the project), Shepard Fairey, LaToya Ruby Frazier, Jeffrey Gibson, Mark Thomas Gibson, Deborah Kass, Christine Sun Kim, Takaaki Matsumoto, Amalia Mesa-Bains, Beverly McIver, Sam Messer, Alyson Shotz, Hank Willis Thomas, and Cayetano Valenzuela.

Each of the images contains the word “Enough” and are all naturally eclectic in style and emotion, per the personalities and aesthetics of their creators. Ruscha’s is quite punchy and much sharper than his usual style of text; it features a shredded U.S. flag. Weems offers a more ostensibly serene photo-based images, as well as creating the project’s powerful video trailer. Amalia Mesa-Bains transposes images of the U.S. Flag with the colorful striations of a traditional Mexican textile, the better to highlight the vibrant border culture which has suffered at Trump’s direction.

The raised fist in Sam Messer’s piece wields a pencil like a weapon, in the vein of the “pen being mightier than the sword.” Christine Sun Kim spells the word in sign language, but reversed, so it appears from the signer’s point of view, reversing the flow of the voice from passive to active. Ceyetano Valenzuela and Deborah Kass create vibrant and colorful text-based expressions of frustration and optimism. Hank Willis Thomas collects an array of classical fonts to spell out the words like an elegant ransom note from history.

Ben Jealous, president of People For the American Way, said in a statement that, “This project couldn’t be more timely. Our country is in crisis over the racial injustice, economic disaster and public health emergency that have all been amplified and exacerbated by Donald Trump. The ENOUGH of Trump campaign captures this moment through art in a way that is both unique and complementary to the activism going on in the streets.” “I really believe that art can be a medium for both social justice and cultural change, and that’s why I’m so glad to be a part of the ENOUGH of Trump campaign and to see so many of my fellow artists taking part as well,” said participating artist LaToya Ruby Frazier. “Personally, I want to express that I have had enough of colonialism, heteropatriarchy, white supremacy, neoliberalism, environmental degradation, healthcare inequity, anti-intellectualism, and destruction of humanity that I see coming from this president. I hope the art we are all creating can move people on a deeper level – and ultimately, move us all to vote!”

Artist Deborah Kass concurs, saying, “The best art can envision and inspire a future. Donald Trump has endangered not only our democracy but all of our lives. Who will defend our values? Who will decide our future?” “Throughout his presidency his hateful immigration policies have harmed countless people. Whether it’s his odious childhood separation policy or the wall at the southern border — a border imposed across ancient lands that once belonged to a people with a long history on this continent,” says artist Amalia Mesa-Bains. “As Mexicans we have a heritage that goes back centuries and as laborers we have helped to make this land and we deserve respect. We have had enough. Basta!”

For more information and to get involved, visit enoughoftrump.org and twitter.com/peoplefor; look for the tags #EnoughOfTrump and #ArtTheVote.
WAKING UP WITH SKOFEE AND DYSFUNCTION

L.A.-based artist puts the bluegrass in fresh alt-pop

BY BRETT CALLWOOD

She was raised in Wichita, Kansas, went to high school in Boulder, Colorado, and is now based right here in Los Angeles having attended USC. It’s been a long journey for the woman born Anna Marie Scholfield, though she’s settled here now and is releasing her debut EP Polished in September after years of preparation.

“I got really involved in theater at school, doing musicals,” Skofee says. “I think when I realized I could write my own songs, and write songs that fit the quality of my voice a little bit better than the musical theater songs I was singing, then I was sold on that. I did a songwriting competition in Boulder, and I won. That was the first moment I realized that being a songwriter was even an option.”

The Boulder area is interesting. It’s a college town, and of course Colorado was one of the first states to legalize recreational marijuana. It’s also not particularly diverse, and feels very sanitized. Jam band-hippie, but intensely clean. Still, Skofee loved it there.

“I honestly feel like I had a great high school experience, which I feel is a really hard time, and that’s completely because of the music stuff I was involved in and amazing teachers that I had,” she says. “My parents still live there.”

Prior to that, growing up in Wichita directly led to a love of bluegrass music that persists to this day.

“Growing up, we’d go to the Winfield Bluegrass Festival in Wichita, and that kind of music was in my house a lot,” she says. “My mom plays piano, and my dad plays guitar and mandolin.”

It shows. Skofee’s sound is super-contemporary, combining indie and pop to create a gorgeous, lush and emotional alt-pop vibe that certainly recalls Alison Krauss as well as the likes of Lorde.

“It’s weirdly hard to describe your own sound, especially as genres are blending more and more,” she says. “I would say indie pop, probably alt-pop. That’s changing all the time. I love layered harmonies. I feel like all of my music display a lot of dysfunction and uncomfortable situations with no resolve,” she says. “The irony is that it is a polished EP, it’s a produced, finished collection of songs. But the messages in all the songs are the opposite of that.”

“I didn’t mean it when I said I couldn’t see you again -- I always leave the door open,” she sings in “Fantomlimb,” pointing towards a messy, unresolved end of a relationship.

“I think each song is definitely distinct, but I would say if there was a song that summed up the whole sound, it’d probably be ‘Fantomlimb,’” Skofee says.

Talking of messy and uncomfortable, this whole rollout is of course happening during the pandemic.

“It’s weird because there’s so much more time to be songwriting,” Skofee says. “I think it’s gone in waves for me. I do have a studio set up on my front porch, so I’ve been songwriting there. That’s been nice. I’m really focussed on the rollout of this music right now, so I have been trying to stay creative. But quarantine has been putting my finishing touches on the Polished EP.”

It was also while in lockdown and finishing up her EP that Skofee was alerted to the Black Lives Matter cause, prompting her to throw her weight behind the Black Trans Travel Fund.

“I’m basically trying to do anything that I can on a small level to take action, and that’s just something that I thought would be an actionable thing that I could do,” she says. “Hold myself accountable in this movement. I heard about it, and it really resonated with me. I thought we need to be protecting all black lives. It just struck a chord with me, it’s a great organization.”

With the single out and the EP on the way, Skofee is looking to jump back in the studio and release more new music as the year enters the fall and winter months. Continue her songwriting journey and keep busy. We had to ask though -- where does that name come from?

“The name Skofee is a play on my last name,” she says. “My mom actually came up with it. Scholfield is hard to pronounce and I wanted a one-word name. I thought it was punchy and I was happy to decide on one. It’s weirdly hard to come up with an artist name.”

Fair enough.
CALIFORNIA POT ARRESTS CONTINUE TO DROP
But Racial Disparity Rises
BY JIMI DEVINE

In 2019 California made the least felony pot arrests the state has seen in 55 years, but the racial disparities in marijuana enforcement are still evident.

Last week, the California Department of Justice released its annual report on crime in the state noting 4,950 people faced arrest in California last year for cannabis crimes. Felonies accounted for 1,181 of the arrests, and the remaining 3,769 were misdemeanors where Hispanics made up 49.6% of all arrests.

California NORML was quick to note that the number of felony arrests last year was the lowest since 1954. CANORML deputy director Ellen Komp told L.A. Weekly the 27 percent drop in total felonies from 2018 to 2019 is a continuation of a trend that started after Proposition 64 passed. In 2014, there were 13,300 felony cannabis arrests that made up 9.7 percent of all felony drug arrests, by last year that number was more than halved to 4.3 percent of all felony drug arrests. We basically went from 8,000 felony pot arrests to 2,000 overnight with legalization, and the numbers have trended down from there.

What Are People Being Arrested for?

Komp said the kinds of felonies still being charged under California law include, “maintaining a place where cannabis is being trimmed or stored or anything like that. They’re still charging that as a felony and they’re not always even expunging those crimes from the past if they had to do with marijuana,” she said. “We’re still trying to clean that up. And then there’s conspiracy, which is still a felony.”

Asked if it was possible that a good size chunk of the misdemeanors being charged in California at this point were felonies that were reduced, Komp replied, “Yes, a lot of felonies were reduced to misdemeanors. I’ve got to assume that a large percentage of those are.”

Anything that was a possession of less than an ounce became an infraction via Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger’s farewell tour in fall 2010, according to her.

Racial Trends in Enforcement

One of the biggest takeaways from the 2019 arrest data was the level of racial discrimination in the enforcement of cannabis laws that California still has on the books. The California DOJ data showed Hispanics accounted for 493, or 41.7 percent of felony arrests, Blacks for 263 (22.3 percent) and whites for 252 (21.3 percent). Males were 87.9 percent of those arrested for felonies, and juvenile felony arrests numbered 91. Males between the ages of 20-29 were the hardest hit demographic.

When CANORML looked at the new numbers against the 2018 California census data, they found that, compared to the previous year, arrest disparities went up slightly for each race compared to whites. Blacks were 4.47 times more likely than whites to be arrested for a marijuana crime in California in 2019, vs. 4.05 times as often in 2018; for Latinos people the arrest disparity vs. whites rose to 2.02 times in 2019 vs. 1.66 times in 2018.

The racial bias Blacks see in receiving charges in California is even worse than the 3.6 times as many per capita being arrested for general possession charges across the country, according to an ACLU report from this spring. The ACLU also found Black people are 1.8 times as likely to be arrested for marijuana possession, in California. Meanwhile, L.A. is just below the state average at 1.5.

But CANORML said, when the ACLU did their report, they included Hispanics in the data for whites. When CANORML referenced the numbers against census data with separation between Hispanic and white communities, the disparities all around only jumped even further.

“And the fact that that’s increased since legalization only shows you know that we haven’t done things right yet you know. That’s not justice for me,” Komp said. “And again, these are the same people that have so many barriers to getting licensed, you know that a lot of them don’t really have the option to get licensed because they can’t come up with the hundreds of thousands or millions of dollars it takes to do that.”

Komp did note the state has distributed $40 million so far in support of social equity programs with $6 million going to help Los Angeles.

L.A. Pot Arrests Equals Big Bail Money

Going deeper into local issues in L.A., said in Los Angeles County, between 2012 and 2016, Black people were just 8 percent of the population subject to the Sheriff’s Department jurisdiction, but represented 26 percent of cannabis bookings.

And those bookings are big bucks all over the city. Komp said “these practices were also extremely costly for the individuals who were most directly affected. For example, between 2012 and 2016, the Los Angeles Police Department made 7,600 arrests involving cannabis-related offenses. Those arrested individuals paid nearly $8 million in nonrefundable bond deposits.”

These bond numbers are on top of further socioeconomic impact across the state from the criminalization of cannabis, like taking community wealth primarily from high-poverty neighborhoods deepening the already-severe income and wealth inequality across the state.

Komp closed saying it’s a positive, “that the arrest rate continues to fall in California for marijuana crimes. But, the rise in the disparity for arrest between both Blacks and whites and Hispanics and whites is also continuing to rise.”
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